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Thank you for purchasing this Frolight System and welcome to the Frolight family.
This manual contains a description of the necessary steps and information that you need
to install and use the Frolight system safely:

Warnings
Read this manual carefully. Should you have any questions, please contact
Frolight BV at info@frolight.com or +32(0)478 05 02 32

Professional users
This product is designed for professional users. It should therefore not be used by unskilled users or
children under 12 years of age. It is also not advisable to allow children to play in the vicinity of the
system.

failure to comply with this guideline could cause electrocution, which may result in death.
Improper handling may result in personal injury and material damage and may lead to the warranty
being void.

Only use outdoors

Frolight systems are designed for outdoor use. It is forbidden and even dangerous to use the system or
its components indoors or in a closed or semi-open space.

Serious damage and even fire may occur if this guideline is not followed.

This device uses power current and three-phase voltage.
Always switch the device off or disconnect it from the power supply before connecting IR-TUBES or
extension cables.

Never connect an IR-TUBE while it is still rolled up.

Do not allow an IR-TUBE to touch the ground. This is to prevent someone from stepping on it or
driving over it.
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Do not allow flammable material to come into close proximity of the IR-TUBE.

Do not open a control unit, an IR-Tube or parts thereof. There are no parts that can be replaced by the
customer. Always contact Frolight if a product is damaged or open.

Maintenance and/or repairs may only be performed by qualified persons.

Ensure that fuses are switched off or units are disconnected from their power source before carrying out
any work in the vineyard or plantation, such as pruning or working with motorised machines and/or
vehicles

Please note that this device and its accessories may cause damage to the environment. If this device is
no longer used or if it has reached the end of its service life, it must not be disposed of with household
waste. You should take all parts to a recycling point. You can also return these parts to the Frolight
headquarters in Gavere, Belgium.
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CONTENTS OF THE FROLIGHT SYSTEM
A Frolight system includes the following as standard:

A Master Control Unit | FLGCU-A
A smart electrical unit that is the heart of the system. The IR-TUBES are connected to it. This unit has a metal base and a USB
dongle into which a SIM card can be inserted to send data to the MyFrolight platform.

IR-TUBES | FLH-MXXX:
The workhorses of the Frolight system. These tubes are delivered on a reel and unrolled in the vineyard. The length can vary
from 25 to 150 metres.

ACCESSORIES (optional)
A number of accessories are available to equip all kinds of vineyards with a system:

Extension cable | FLACTB-MXXX
An IR-TUBE has a standard extra length (without IR radiation) of 10 metres to reach the control unit. If this length is not
sufficient, an extension cable can be used. The length of this cable can vary from 5 metres to 100 metres.

Splitter | FLACTB-SP01
A control unit is designed as standard for IR-TUBES of 100m and has 12 connections available for this purpose. A splitter can
be used if multiple connections are required; e.g. when using 50-metre IR-TUBES. This will turn one connection into two new
connections.

Be aware that the use of this option is limited. Never connect more than 1200 metres per control unit.

Extra sensor + cable | FLACTS2-M50
A second temperature sensor can be connected per control unit (Master and/or Slave), for example, to have the wet bulb
temperature next to the 'normal' temperature or to measure and keep track of the temperature at two locations. This can be
supplied with an additional cable of between 1 and 50 metres.
A kit with a stocking and water collector is also available to make a wet bulb sensor. Please contact your representative or
send an e-mail to info@frolight.com for more information.
When connecting multiple sensors, note that only one sensor can be selected for the system to switch to. You need to set this
up in the dashboard. These settings are discussed further in this manual.
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Tube reel trolley | FLATRA
To facilitate the unrolling of the reels with the IR-Tubes, these can be placed on the
tube reel trolley.

SLAVE CONTROL UNIT | FLGCU-B
At first glance, the Slave Control Unit looks the same as the Master.
A BLUE indicator label has been applied to distinguish it from the Master, which in turn has a GREEN indicator label.

One Master Control Unit can be installed per location.
If the zone to be protected in the vineyard is larger than the zone that can be protected with the Master unit, one Slave
Control Unit must be added to the system per 1200 metres of IR-TUBE.

INSTALLING THE IR-TUBES
Follow the steps below to prepare the system for use.

Installing the Frolight IR-TUBES:
For the Frolight IR-TUBES to work optimally, they should be installed in the vineyard at the level
of the root stocks where the new shoots will emerge.
To ensure optimum operation, it is important to place the IR-TUBES at a minimum distance of 3
cm and a maximum of 10 cm from the root stock to be protected.

Step-by-step plan:
Take the reel with the IR-TUBE out of the box and place it on the tube reel trolley.
Two rolls can be placed on the tube reel trolley at the same time.
The IR-Tubes must always be rolled up with the connection plug at the end. This means that you must start unrolling on the
opposite side from where the control unit will be placed.
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Hold the IR-Tubes on the part past the electric cable.

Pulling on the electric cable may cause damage.
Unroll the reels between two rows where the IR-TUBES are to be installed. Make sure to roll the reels all the way to the end so
that no IR-TUBES remain on the reels.

Note: If an IR-TUBE is switched on before it is completely unrolled, damage or even fire may result! Always
ensure that the IR-TUBE is unrolled completely!
Then take the tube in your hand and place it between 3 cm and 10 cm from the graft, branch or root stock to be protected.

Fasten the tube, e.g. using the 'MAX-Tapener pliers'.

Make sure that the connecting cable ends at the already positioned Control Unit. You may need to use Frolight extension
cables for this.
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Installing the Control Units
Unpacking and installing the 'Master' Control Unit
The Master Control Unit includes the following
connections:

C

G

B
E

F
A

A:

Power cable
Frolight IR-TUBE connection (12 x)
C: 3-Pin connection for an additional sensor
D: USB port
E: Manual or Automatic switch
F: Temperature sensor
G: Indicator lamp
B:

C

G

D

F

E
A

Hinge window with protections

F1: protection for the control unit (16A)
DIFF: main differential
F2: Fuse for CIRCUIT 2 (16A)
F3: Fuse for CIRCUIT 3 (16A)
F4: Fuse for CIRCUIT 4 (16A)
F5: Fuse for CIRCUIT 5 (16A)
F6: Fuse for CIRCUIT 6 (16A)
F7: Fuse for CIRCUIT 7 (16A)

Make sure that the power supply voltage has been correctly measured by an electrician before connecting the
control unit to it.

If a generator is used, make sure that the grounding has been properly installed and connected.
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Turn off the differential fuse (DIFF) on the device.
Connect all IR-TUBES to the Control Unit.

Insert the plug with the clip on the top left into the connector (A) and turn to the right (B). The plug is correctly inserted when
you hear a 'click' and the connector locks into place.

If any part of the plug is damaged, it must be replaced immediately. Please contact Frolight for more information.

Connect the control to the power supply by connecting the power cable.
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Switch on the control unit by turning on all fuses (F1 to F7) and the DIFF.

After a maximum of 2 minutes, the indicator lamp will remain on and go out briefly every
30 seconds.
This indicates that the system is operational.

Attach the supplied USB dongle to the bottom of the MASTER Control Unit.

This allows the Master Control Unit to connect to the MyFrolight Platform. Make sure you
use a SIM card that is not protected by a PIN code.
Insert the SIM card into the USB dongle in the correct place by inserting the SIM card in
a phone and switching off the PIN code in the phone's settings.

Remember to verify that the SIM PIN coded is switched off,
otherwise, the Master Control Unit will not be able to connect to the Internet.

Connecting a second sensor
Have the second sensor ready, it has a 3-pin male XLR connector.
Remove the cap from the 3-pin XLR chassis and securely insert the male connector of the new sensor.

Unpacking and installing the Slave Control Unit
Now repeat the previous steps for all Slave Control Units. Note that they must be within a radius of max. 100 metres from the
Master Unit.
Simply connect the unit to the power supply, and after a few minutes it will automatically connect to the Master Control
Unit. This connection is wireless. A few minutes after start-up, the module and sensor(s) will appear in the Dashboard.
Multiple Masters cannot be used at the same location.
Always use Slave Control Unit modules to create an extension.
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Connecting with the Dashboard

Detect and connect to a WiFi network
Stand close to the Master Control Unit (max 50 m distance)

Open the settings of your smartphone, tablet or computer

Connect to the WiFi network 'FLGCU-A-XXX' (replace XXX with
the number of your Master Control Unit)
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Use 'frolightpwd' as your password

Open a web browser such as Safari,
Firefox, Chrome or Edge and go to
http://frolight.wlan

Enter the exact URL as described above. Remember to add http and :// at the
beginning, otherwise the link will not work.

Log in with the username 'frolight' and the password 'pwd12345' and
then click on 'Log in'.

You will now see the MY-FROLIGHT-DASHBOARD:
Here you will find all control units (modules) with their temperature(s)
and their output state.
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The OFF output state means that the IR-TUBES are not switched
on. The reason for this is that the outside temperature is not yet
below the set temperature value.

Setting the desired temperature:
Frolight systems are supplied as standard with the following settings: if the temperature drops below 2°C, the IR-Tubes will
light up; if the temperature rises above 3°C again, the IR-Tubes will switch off again. These values can be adjusted in the
Dashboard as follows:

To access the settings, click on the hamburger icon
(three stripes) on the left

Now click on Settings

Here you can set and change the desired temperature
Enter the temperature at which the system should operate:
And set the temperature at which the system should switch off again:

Note that the difference between these two temperatures must be at least 1°C, in order to avoid excessive switching.
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Multiple sensors | how to select
When multiple sensors are connected to the Control Unit, it is possible to define one sensor to which the system reacts.

To do this, go to the dashboard to the relevant control unit and click on Settings.

Remember to save.
When saving, a pop-up will appear, showing you which module or control unit will be affected by this change.
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Other functions of the dashboard

Rename a control unit or sensor:
The following example shows how to change the name from the default FL_A_00XX to Pinot Noir Vineyard, for instance.

Click on the pencil next to the name to be changed.

Now change the name by clicking on the old name, then enter the new name.

Save this name by clicking on the icon.
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Send command
In some cases, it may be preferable to interrupt the automation and to activate the system for a certain time, e.g. during a
tour of the vineyard. This can easily be achieved by sending a command to the control units.

You can also manually set up the system by changing the ‘current mode’
from Auto to ‘System on’. This is done by clicking on the arrow next to
‘Commands’, then change AUTO to the desired value.

Always on
If Always ON is selected, the system will be forced to switch on, i.e. the automation will be bypassed.

Note: If you wish to AUTOMATICALLY activate the system again after selecting ‘OUTPUT ON&, please select
‘auto’. This prevents the system from being inactive. The ‘AUTO’ function will never be activated
automatically.

Downloading a log file
A list of all data generated by the Master Control in the past period can be exported. You can save these log files on your
computer by selecting the desired period, then click on ‘DOWNLOAD’.

Graphs
Each Master Control Unit has an internal
memory that keeps track of all
temperature and switching data. To view
these in the form of a graph, click on
'show more' next to the module or control
unit. A page will now appear on which the
data that has been kept up to date is
shown in the form of a graph.

The temperature of the past 7 days is now shown in a
nice graph.

The number of days can be changed by clicking on the
number and then changing it. Some graphs can also be
switched on or off by clicking on the legend of the
desired or unwanted graph.
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MY-Frolight Platform
If an operational SIM card is inserted in the USB dongle and connected to the USB port at the bottom of the Master Control
Unit, it will send all data to the servers of the MyFrolight platform.
This allows for all locations to be monitored remotely.
All you have to do is to visit the following URL on a computer or device with internet access:
App.frolight.com
Log in as on the dashboard with the correct username and password.

Maintenance
It is recommended to clean the IR-TUBES and all other parts of a Frolight system at least once per season with a wet cloth or
sponge, preferably right before or during storage of the system. The temperature sensor must also always be clean.

General
Technical details:

Control Unit:
Weight: 14kg
Power plug: CEE Male 32A 5P 400V
Power: Maximum 20kW
Operation: Manual with switch
Automatic based on set temperature(s)

Maximum number of temperature sensors: 2
Maximum length of IR-TUBES per control unit: 1200 metres
IR-TUBES connections: waterproof and robust IP65 connectors
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IR-TUBES
Length: min. 25, max. 150 metres
Extra length for connecting each tube: 10 metres
Material: UV-resistant PVC coating
Infrared modules protect the plant by means of radiant heat

Accessories

Storing the system:
To release the plug again, proceed as follows:
A

Pull the metal housing backwards

B

At the same time, twist the plug to the left

C

The plug can now be pulled out of its socket.
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Troubleshooting
PROBLEM: No data on the MYFROLIGHT Platform:
SOLUTION: Make sure that the Master Control Unit is in a location where there is sufficient GSM reception.
PROBLEM: The temperature is higher than the set value, but the IR-TUBES are still switched on:
SOLUTION: Check that the switch is not in the manual position (to the right), but in the AUTO position (upright).
SOLUTION: Verify in the Dashboard that the 'always on' command is still on. In this case, you must give the 'AUTO' command
so that the automation is reactivated.
PROBLEM:

One or more modules of an IR-TUBE do not work.

SOLUTION: This is not a major problem, as they can be replaced by metre. Contact Frolight BV at info@frolight.com.
Should there be any problems with the installation or parts thereof, try to find a solution on our online FAQ page first. If the
problem is not resolved after searching through the page, it is recommended to contact Frolight BV at info@frolight.com.

© COPYRIGHT
Frolight BV holds the copyright to this manual. All worldwide rights reserved. This manual or parts thereof may not be
reproduced, copied, translated, edited or stored in any electronic medium without the prior written consent of the copyright
holder.
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